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The influence of ankle joint mobility when using an orthosis
on stability in patients with spinal cord injury: a pilot study

M Arazpour1, MA Bani1, SW Hutchins2, S Curran3 and MA Javanshir4

Objectives: Perceived risk of falling is an important factor for people with spinal cord injury (SCI). This study investigated the
influence of ankle joint motion on postural stability and walking in people with SCI when using an orthosis.
Methods: Volunteer subjects with SCI (n¼5) participated in this study. Each subject was fitted with an advanced reciprocating gait
orthosis (ARGO) equipped with either solid or dorsiflexion-assist type ankle–foot orthosis (AFOs) and walked at their self-selected
speed along a flat walkway to enable the comparison of walking speed, cadence and endurance. A force plate system and a modified
Falls Efficacy Scale (MFES) were utilized to measure postural sway and the perceived fear of falling, respectively.
Results: There were significant differences in the mean MFES scores between two types of orthosis (P¼0.023). When using two
crutches, there was no significant difference in static standing postural sway in the medio-lateral (M/L) direction (P¼0.799), but
significant difference in the antero-posterior (A/P) direction (P¼0.014). However, during single crutch support, there was a significant
difference in both M/L (P¼0.019) and A/P (P¼0.022) directions. Walking speed (7%) and endurance (5%) significantly increased
when using the ARGO with dorsi flexion assisted AFOs. There was no significant deference between two types of orthoses in cadence
(P¼0.54).
Conclusions: Using an ARGO with dorsiflexion-assisted AFOs increased the fear of falling, but improved static postural stability and
increased walking speed and endurance, and should therefore be considered as an effective orthosis during the rehabilitation of
people with SCI.
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INTRODUCTION

People with spinal cord injury (SCI) use orthoses such as the hip knee
ankle–foot orthosis, The Walkabout and Primewalk orthoses, the
advanced reciprocating gait orthosis (ARGO) and the isocentric
reciprocating gait orthosis for standing and walking purposes.1

Positive physiological and psychological effects have been
demonstrated in SCI subjects when undertaking standing and
walking activities, such as a reduction in the incidence of
osteoporosis, contractures, atrophy of lower limb muscles, bed
sores and fractures. Improvements in self-esteem and social
communication have also been reported.2

An orthosis is used to facilitate mobility and independence for
people with SCI who are otherwise confined to wheelchair use.
Independent standing and gait training via orthoses are important for
the ability to undertake activities of daily living in such patients.3

Postural stability in people with SCI, when ambulating is achieved by
using both an orthosis and a walking aid, such as a crutch or walking
frame. The existence of a mechanism within the orthosis linking both
sides (for example, the reciprocal link in an isocentric reciprocating
gait orthosis) also provides stability. The amount of structural rigidity
inherent in the orthosis design gives an overall support and extrinsic
stability. In addition, people with SCI normally adopt a ‘C-type’

posture (that is, adopt a long sagittal plane spinal curve with the apex
pointing forwards) via hyperextension of the lumbar and
thoracolumbar spine and by extending the hip joints in order to
alter the position of the torso over the lower limbs in the sagittal
plane; especially during initiation of motion. During such posturing,
the anterior femoral ligament and trunk muscles with the addition
of support through the upper limbs via walking aids, all provide
stability.3

Lack of postural control is regarded as one of the main reasons for
causing a fear of falling among the people with SCI during their
rehabilitation programs that are designed to improve their ability to
walk and stand.4,5 Brotherton et al.6 stated that falls by individuals
with SCI often occurred in the home, especially during the day. The
incidence of fractures has been reported as being 18%; (5–6% greater
than that experienced by healthy older adults).7,8 In addition, the
incidence rate for falls in people with SCI is 75%, which is higher than
the incidence reported for healthy subjects aged 65 and older
(35%),7,9 and is also higher than those reported for subjects with
neurological disease resulting in peripheral neuropathy (50%) or
Parkinson’s disease (38–62%).10–12 These figures highlight the need
for an adequate evaluation and performance in walking and standing
for people with SCI.
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Balance and walking impairment have been associated with an
increase in the prevalence of falls and subsequent injuries in people
with SCI during walking13 and has proven to be the main problem
experienced by SCI patients.6,14 Brotherton et al.,6 stated that postural
control has an essential role in the prevention of falls, as patients with
good postural control demonstrate better walking and standing
performance. Lin et al.15 evaluated the kinematics, kinetics and
electromyography associated with postural control during static
stance when people with SCI voluntarily let go of their walking
frame. The resulting instability caused a rapid reach-and-grasp
balance reaction in these individuals with thoracic level of injury.
However, it was demonstrated that the resultant sudden increase of
upper back extensor muscle activity did not provide enough intrinsic
power to maintain balance. Baardman et al.16 evaluated six male
subjects with SCI and analyzed and compared their static standing
stability and their ability to handle balance disturbances when
supported by a standard ARGO or an ARGO with the Bowden
cable removed. They hypothesized that due to the increased crutch
forces measured when standing with the ARGO with the cable
removed, the reciprocal link must have been instrumental in
decreasing the effort required to stand while being supported via
elbow crutches. Ahmadi Bani et al.17 in an evaluation of an ARGO
incorporating either solid AFOs or dorsiflexion-assist AFOs
demonstrated that an ARGO with dorsiflexion-assist AFOs
increased walking speed and step length plus ankle joint range of
motion, but did not assess postural stability.

Although the position and orientation of the center of pressure is
an important factor in stability during static stance,18 the ankle joint
sagittal plane motion and position may also have an important role in
paraplegic standing and walking. The aim of this study was therefore
to investigate the effect of sagittal plane ankle joint motion on
stability and the perceived risk of falling during ambulation in
patients with SCI. The hypothesis was, that by provision of a
dorsiflexion-assist mechanism at the ankle level in an ARGO,
parameters relevant to static and dynamic stability and perceived
risk of falls would be altered compared with when walking with an
ARGO within which the ankle joints were fixed in position.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Five subjects with SCI (n¼ 5) were recruited to the study by convenience

sampling. Inclusion criteria for this study included the ability to walk with an

ARGO for a minimum of 50 m independently when performing a crutch-

assisted reciprocal four-point gait pattern, the ability to stand for at least 90 s

independently with the orthosis, and were required to have completed a

12-week gait training rehabilitation program before being included. The

presence of a head injury, previous lower limb or upper limb fractures, pressure

sores or any psychiatric comorbidities were considered as an exclusion criteria.

Orthotic intervention
Each patient was supplied with an ARGO specifically made for them, which

was fitted with either solid AFOs or with dorsiflexion-assist ankle joints. The

ARGOs were manufactured from casts of the lower limbs of people with SCI

by an experienced orthotist.

Outcome Measures

The modified falls efficacy scale. This scale was utilized in this study and was

completed following completion of the test conditions. The modified Falls

Efficacy Scale (MFES) uses a visual analog scale to grade 14 activities, whereby

each activity is rated from 1 (lack of confidence and high fear of falling) to 10

(high confidence and low fear of falling). All 14 activities were analyzed in this

study.

Procedure
Volunteer subjects were randomly assigned to either the ARGO with solid

AFOs or the ARGO which used dorsiflexion-assist AFOs. For randomization,

the patients chose either ‘A’ or ‘B’. In condition ‘A’, the subjects walked first

using the ARGO with solid AFOs, and in condition ‘B’, they first walked with

the ARGO with dorsiflexion-assist AFOs. The volunteer subjects with SCI

received further gait training with the orthoses ranging from 6 to 10 weeks

according to the level and severity of the injury. Strengthening of the upper

body muscles, training in transferring, donning and doffing of the orthosis,

balancing in a standing position and walking training on flat surfaces were all

included in the gait training program. On completion of the gait training with

the orthoses, each patient could walk with either orthosis independently

without falling using a walking aid. Figure 1 shows the two versions of the

ARGO used in this study.

Figure 1 The advanced reciprocal gait orthoses used in this study.
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When the volunteer subjects used the solid ankle–foot orthosis test

condition first, the cosmetic AFO sections were subsequently removed and

replaced with the dorsiflexion-assist conventional AFO lower leg sections. This

enabled the same ARGO superstructure to be used for each test condition.

When they used the dorsiflexion-assisted AFO first, they again removed the

conventional AFO section with 4 mm copolymer polypropylene thermoplastic

solid AFOs.

Patients were instructed to walk using each orthotic test condition with the

aid of elbow crutches for a total of 3 min. Both walking speed (m s�1) and

cadence (steps per min) were recorded during the second minute of each 3-

min walking session using a hand-held stopwatch. The maximum distance the

patient was able to walk without resting within the 3-min period was taken as

the endurance measure for each walking activity. A 1-h rest time was allowed

between the two test conditions (that is, the two types of orthoses).

Postural sway assessment was performed on a different day to mitigate the

effects of tiredness. Each patient stood on a force plate system (Kistler 9286BA,

Winterthur, Switzerland) which was used to measure the effect of postural

sway on the center of pressure position on the force plate. Participants stood at

a position approximating to the center of the force plate when wearing either

the ARGO with solid AFOs or the ARGO with dorsiflexion-assist AFOs

randomly. Measurements were taken when the patient used two elbow crutches

and also when using just one elbow crutch on their dominant side. During

evaluation, the participants were asked to fix their eyes focused straight ahead

at a distance of 3 m for 30 s and were instructed not to speak during the test.

Three measurements were performed and the average value was calculated for

statistical analysis.

The Human Ethical Committee of University of Social Welfare and

Rehabilitation Sciences gave approval to perform the study. The study protocol

was explained to all volunteer subjects and a consent form was signed by all

participants.

Statistical analysis
The outcome measures for this study were the mean postural sway of the

center of pressure in the medio-lateral and the antero-posterior (A/P)

direction, the MFES scores, walking speed, cadence and endurance. Normality

of data was confirmed by using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov technique. Accord-

ing to the normality of data, a paired t-test was used for analyzing the effects

and differences in the selected outcome measures between the two orthoses.

SPSS for Windows (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) was used for data analyzing.

The significance level was set at Pp0.05.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the demographic data regarding the people with SCI
who volunteered for this study.

Table 2 shows mean and s.d. of the parameters investigated in this
study when wearing the two orthoses. The mean MFES scores when
the using the ARGO with solid AFOs and the dorsiflexion-assisted
AFOs were 45.80±9.12 and 42.80±9.73, respectively. There was
significant difference between the two types of orthosis in this
parameter (P¼ 0.023).

During static dual-elbow crutch support, there was no significant
difference between the two types of orthosis in the postural sway in
the medio-lateral direction (P¼ 0.799), but significant difference
between them in the A/P direction (P¼ 0.014). However, during
single elbow crutch support, there was significant difference between
two types of orthosis in postural sway in both planes (medio-lateral,
P¼ 0.019; A/P, P¼ 0.022).

Walking speed significantly increased (7%) when using the ARGO
with dorsiflexion assist AFOs compared with the ARGO with solid
AFOs. There was no significant difference between the two types of
orthoses in cadence (P¼ 0.541), but endurance of walking signifi-
cantly increased (5%) in using ARGO with dorsi flexion-assisted AFO
compared with ARGO with solid AFO (P¼ 0.012).

DISCUSSION

This study was performed to determine the effect of wearing the same
ARGO but with different lower limb designs on the amount of
postural sway, the perceived fear of falling and their alteration to
specific gait parameters by people with SCI. This was done to more
fully understand the ramifications of adding sagittal plane motion to
the ankle joints of such orthoses and the relationship between this
mechanism and stability as well as its effect on gait parameters.
Confidence in performing activities of daily living without falling has
historically been evaluated by the MFES among others.19 The
intraclass correlation coefficient of the MFES for retest reliability
has been reported as being high (0.58) and internal reliability has
been shown to be excellent (Cronbach’s alpha¼ 0.97).20

The ability to perform activities of daily living by people with SCI
are dependent on provision of orthoses which offer postural stability
both when standing and walking while relying on the use of the upper

Table1 Patients information who participated in this study

Patient

number

Sex Age

(years)

Weight

(kg)

Level of

injury

ASIA

score

Time since injury

(months)

1 Male 28 78 T12 B 26

2 Male 26 68 T12 A 45

3 Male 32 70 T8 B 24

4 Female 20 58 T12 B 28

5 Male 26 64 T10 A 33

Abbreviation: ASIA, American Spinal Injury Association.

Table2 Mean and s.d. and statistical analysis of postural sway measurements, gait parameters and Modified Falls Efficacy Scale (MFES)

scores in walking with the two types of orthosis

Postural sway measurements Gait parameters MFES score

Dual hand support Single hand support Speed

(ms�1)

Cadence

(steps per min)

Endurance

(m)
Medio-lateral

direction (mm)

Antero-posterior

direction(mm)

Medio-lateral

direction (mm)

Antero-posterior

direction(mm)

Walking with ARGO with solid AFO 38.2±2.86 33.6±2.30 42.4±3.04 43.6±3.84 0.27±.03 20.6±2.19 93.2±14.61 45.8±9.12

Walking with ARGO with dorsi

flexion-assisted AFO

38.4±1.67 30.2±3.63 45.0±2.91 38.6±1.94 0.29±.03 21.0±3.08 98.2±15.27 42.8±9.73

P-value 0.799 0.014 0.019 0.022 0.011 0.541 0.012 0.023

Abbreviations: AFO, ankle–foot orthosis; ARGO, advanced reciprocating gait orthosis; MFES, modified Falls Efficacy Scale.
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limbs for additional support via walking aids.5,21 It was noted that
patients had a lower fear of falling (that is, felt more safe) when using
the ARGO with solid AFOs, as evidenced by the higher MFES scores,
but interestingly had more postural sway in the A/P direction
compared with using the ARGO with dorsiflexion-assist AFOs
during static stance with both single and double hand support.
This increased postural sway may have been due to the dorsiflexion
assist ankle joints allowing limited ankle motion rather than with
fixed AFOs, where this would be translated into A/P motion through
the AFO superstructure to the force plate. In addition, during single
hand support, more lateral postural sway was detected with the
dorsiflexion-assist AFOs. This would be expected due to the increased
lateral control offered by ankle blocking solid AFOs. The findings of
this study are supported by the observations made by John et al.5 who
demonstrated a statistically significant negative correlation between
the MFES scores and the postural sway measurements.

It is not clear whether there is a causal link between the reduced
postural sway in the A/P direction afforded by standing with
dorsiflexion-assist AFOs and the increase in walking speed and
endurance demonstrated during the walking trials compared with
the device with fixed solid cosmetic AFOs. The dorsiflexion assist
function at the ankle may have afforded more toe clearance during
swing phase of gait but at the expense of reduced confidence
demonstrated by the MFES scores.

The findings presented here may have an important role in the
rehabilitation of individuals with paraplegia. The use of the ARGO
associated with dorsiflexion-assisted AFO to walk has a potential to
reduce the energy consumption based on increased endurance of
patients to walk with this type of orthosis compared with the ARGO
with solid AFO. However, this needs to be confirmed in a future
study. Patients had less fear of falling sense when using ARGO with
solid thermoplastic AFOs. This may have been due to the fact that
with solid AFOs, they would have had more confidence that their
ankle positions would not alter and be more stable.

In this present study, walking speed and endurance increased
significantly in using the ARGO which allowed ankle dorsiflexion.
Although this would be advantageous for SCI subjects, further
investigations are needed to determine the correlation between ankle
joint range of motion, static postural stability and the MFES scores in
addition to resulting energy consumption levels to ascertain whether
providing ankle motion via orthotic ankle joints will be a feasible and
safe option. It may be that an increased walking speed when
ambulating with an orthotic device increases the fear of falling in
people with SCI, especially if the ankles are not fixed in position with
a solid AFO.

As in previous studies within this field, people with higher levels of
SCI demonstrated reduced walking speed and endurance compared
with patients with lower levels of injury. Participants with lesion
levels in T8 and T10 had more instability than their counterparts
with lesion levels in T12 during static postural stability testing.
However, John et al.5 demonstrated a statistically insignificant
positive correlation between lesion level and postural sway when
using KAFOs.

In this present study, people with SCI had significantly superior
balance maintenance capability in medio-lateral and antero-posterior
directions when using the ARGO with dorsiflexion assist than when
using the ARGO with solid AFOs. Stability of the pelvis and hip joints
associated with movable ankle joint in dorsiflexion direction may
have contributed to this result. When using alternative orthoses
which do not incorporate a pelvic girdle and hip joints (for example,
the walkabout orthosis and conventional KAFOs), the iliofemoral

ligament and hyperextension of the hips provide stability during
paraplegic standing. When people with SCI use an ARGO, movement
of the pelvis and hip joint in a standing position is still possible but is
limited in all directions by the pelvic girdle or corset. An articulating
orthotic ankle joint when compared with a solid AFO may be having
an important role in this point. Abe et al.22 reported that the RGO
was superior in static balance compared with the walkabout and
double KAFOs. Baardman et al.16 demonstrated that the reciprocal
hip joint link in the ARGO provided better stability compared with an
ARGO without the reciprocal link removed. Using the reciprocal hip
joint link in the ARGO may therefore facilitate a reduction of upper
body effort required for standing under functional conditions in SCI
patients.

CONCLUSIONS

The present study demonstrated that using an ARGO with dorsi-
flexion-assisted AFOs increased the fear of falling, but improved
postural stability and increased walking speed and endurance in
people with SCI compared with using an ARGO with solid AFOs.
ARGO with dorsiflexion-assisted AFO should be consider as an
effective orthosis in postural control during rehabilitation of walking
and standing of individuals with paraplegia, but more research is
needed to determine why during ambulation this type of device
produced a small but significant increase in the perceived risk of
falling in such patients. This study was limited by the small number of
participants, and a larger study is needed to confirm that these results
are indicative of the SCI population more generally. An ABAB
approach would also yield more information rather than the use of
one orthosis followed by the other, and the training effect may then
have been minimized. In addition, there is a need to link these types
of results to the energy cost of walking and to define the limit to
which ankle motion may be afforded to such patients without
producing an increased fear of falling.
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